《The Mysterious CEO》
101 Hacker 'sX's
When Si Li and Lu Lan was having pleasant times, they didn't know about the chaos
happening in City Z.
A hacker 'X' had revealed the many secrets about Fans Corporation and family
members of Fans. Even secrets of those companies, who were tied up with Fans
Corporation and who were against the Mo Corporation, were also revealed, but the
general public didn't understand that all those companies, who were against Mo
Corporation, were now in the bankruptcy state.
Share Market of the City Z had gone down and caused loss of billions. The only
company, who didn't effect because this chaos, was Si Corporation because Si
Corporation didn't have any contracts with these companies. Even, Mo Corporation
was effected, however, they didn't suffer that much of the loss, which made them to
shut down their company.
The economy of the City Z never had experience for this kind of blow down in their
history.
Taxation authorities immediately turned into the action and raid in the office of all
these companies, whose secrets were revealed and arrest the company management.
However, police were also looking for hacker 'X', who had released the secrets, as it
was also considered as the violation of privacy rights for revealing the secrets of the
family members of those companies.
Police had announced the monetary reward that whosoever track down 'X' would get
this reward, however, all the hackers were failed to track him down.
Three years before, 'X' was usually doing something like this and had shut down the
many companies, however, 'X' disappeared and now after three years, he was back and
had done big chaos in the City Z.
Three years before, he was targeted only a few companies, but now he had targeted
many companies and most of them were the big companies.
Even the secrets of Feng Qi were revealed to the public that she was having affairs
with the various men and even her indescribable videos with several men were also
released and she now couldn't show her face to the world.

All the family members of Fans were in the jail or in the hospital because they fainted
out after seeing that all their secrets were revealed in front of the public, now they
were hoping for their death. They now didn't want to live, they found that death was
the easiest thing for them. Sadly, doctors reached at the right time and saved them and
didn't allow them to die.
Mo Jun saw the news about Feng Qi and he was feeling ashamed for choosing this
kind of girl for his son. Thankfully, her true face was revealed to the world, otherwise,
he couldn't imagine the worst kind of scenario if she would have married to Mo Jinnan.
Actually, he knew that to whom he should be thankful…
However, the person, who created this chaos, was having a pleasant time with his
beloved wife and pretended that he didn't know anything what was happening in the
City Z.
Si Li and Lu Lan directly reached on the rooftop of the Si Corporation as there were
many important meetings which they had to attend, so they came here directly.
Si Li reached his office and where Mo Jinnan and Si Yan was already waiting for him
with angry faces.
Si Li ignored them and went to his chair and started his work.
"Bro… you did this?" Si Yan immediately went towards Si Li and asked.
"Of course, he did this. Didn't you leave that field?" Mo Jinnan also started the
interrogation.
"Bro… what if those people would have done something with you? How could you so
careless?" Si Yan worriedly asked.
"Careless… He is always like this. He never cares about us" Mo Jinnan said in an
unpleasant tone.
"Bro… you should at least think about sister-in-law".
"Right, I think we should tell Miss Lu about this. Afterwards, she will handle with
him".
"That's enough" Si Li shouted and stopped both of them's interrogation.

That hacker 'X' was Si Li and if he had taken a single extra second after two hours,
then he must have been dead by now.
Even, Si Family wasn't able to get the body of Si Li.
"Both of you are not allowed to ask any question from me," Si Li said in a firm voice.
Si Li pointed towards Mo Jinnan "You… from which point of view, you are asking
questions from me and care for me, when you don't allow me to intervene in your
matters".
Si Li was talking about that night when he and Mo Jinnan had a fight because Mo
Jinnan didn't want Si Li to intervene in Mo Jinnan and Song Tianxin' relation.
Then Si Li pointed at Si Yan "And you… Do you really think I don't know what is
happening in the shooting? Didn't you think that your extra generosity makes us
worry?"

